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Referee report of referee 1

Assessment of the quality of the researcher
Explanation

Criteria - the quality of the researcher: - in terms of profile fit in the target group; - in the top 10% of his/her international
peer group; - academic excellence as demonstrated by numerous publications of international standing and/or other
academic achievements; - inspiring enthusiasm for research and/or technology; - persuasiveness; - demonstrably capable of
successfully developing own new innovative line of research; - has both a national and international prominent position; -
demonstrable leadership and coaching skills. The Vici scheme aims at outstanding researchers only: the top 10% of his/her
international peer group.

Question a

a What is your opinion on the past performance of
the researcher (as demonstrated by publications
and other relevant scientific achievements)?

Comments
This researcher is internationally known as a leader in this field. He is innovative, highly cited, a frequently published in the
the most important journals.

Question b

b Does the applicant belong to the top 10% of
his/her international peer group (Please indicate
which Group/Research Group or Peer Group you
are referring to in this comparison.)? Which
scientific achievements or talents of the
applicant show that he/she belongs to this top?

Comments
This researcher is internationally known as a leader in the field of philanthropy research, well within the top 10% of his peer
group. I would place him in the top 1%. He uses a broader range of methodologies with excellence than perhaps any other
leader in this field.

Question c

c To what extent is there sufficient evidence that
the applicant has the ability to lead and
supervise a research group and support staff and
to coach young researchers?

Comments
This researcher has completed similar substantial investigations in the past.



Assessment of the quality, innovative character and academic impact of the proposed research
Explanation

Criteria - the quality, innovative character and academic impact of the proposed research - challenging content; - originality
of the research question; - innovative scientific elements; - aimed at building up a new line of research; - potential to make
important contributions to science; - effectiveness of proposed methodology; - international importance of the proposed
research area.

Question a

a Please comment on the relevance of the
problem and on the originality and challenging
content of the proposal.

Comments
This project and its results could serve as the next important step for the entire field of philanthropy research. It addresses
fundamental questions that cannot be advanced outside of such an ambitious undertaking. We have many individual
country results from a very few number of nations, but almost nothing that seeks to harmonize results from across the
globe.

Question b

b What are the innovative aspects of the
proposal? Will the research break new ground
by generating new concepts, a deeper
understanding, new methods, etc.?

Comments
No previous research has comprehensively explored intra-national differences in this field of activity in this way. Having one
of the top researchers in the field undertake such an ambitious project could lead to not only practical results but deep
insights into the origins of cultural differences.

Question c

c What is your opinion on its potential to make a
major contribution to the advancement of
scholarship, science or technology (academic
impact)?

Comments
This has greater potential to make a major contribution than any project I have seen in this field in the last 10 years.

Question d

d To what extent is the proposed method
effective? Please comment.

Comments
As always, this researcher uses the most appropriate methodologies to precisely measure the key factors.

Assessment of the knowledge utilisation
Explanation

Criteria - knowledge utilisation (KU) Potential - contribution to society and/or other academic areas; - disciplines and
organisations that might benefit from the results. Implementation - action plan to allow the outcomes of the research
project to benefit the potential knowledge users; - if and how the potential knowledge users will be involved; - (concrete)



outcomes for society and/or other academic disciplines; - the period over which knowledge utilisation is expected to occur.
The selection committee assesses: - whether the applicant has given a realistic description of the potential for knowledge
utilisation - and to what extent the applicant has presented a concrete and convincing plan for the implementation of the
available potential. - If a researcher is of the opinion that the proposed research is not appropriate for KU then he/she
should explain why he/she thinks that KU is not applicable. The selection committee will assess the arguments given for this

Question a

a What is your opinion on the described potential
for knowledge utlisation ?

Comments
Understanding motivations for civic cooperation in a practical, measurable, context such as philanthropy holds great
promise for numerous social science disciplines and well as government and non-government organizations. It is a
fundamental question with widespread potential impact.

Question b

b Please comment on the effectiveness and
feasibility of the proposed approach for realising
KU (implementation).

Comments
This researcher is ideally placed to effect knowledge utilisation. No one has broader international contacts or is more
respected among those groups both with practitioners and academics.

Question c

c Only answer this question in case the applicant
argued that KU is not to be expected given the
nature of the research proposal: Does the
applicant convincingly explain why KU is not
applicable for his/her research project (see also
the information under criterion 3 listed above)?

Comments
Not applicable

Final assessment

Question a

a How do you assess the entire application?
Please give your final scoring (A+/A/B/UF/U).

Comments referee 01, A+ Highest quality, significance and
recommendation for funding

Question b

b Could you please summarize (point by point) the
strengths and weaknesses of the grant
application focussing on the candidate, proposal
and knowledge utilisation? Strengths:
Weaknesses:



Comments
This is a potentially revolutionary project proposed by the person most able to complete it which holds the potential for
impact in academia, practice, governmental, and non-governmental organizations across the globe. We do not have this
information in the field and it is desperately needed.

Datamanagement
Explanation

Responsible data management is part of good research. For the collection/generation of data and the analysis of this data,
timely measures need to be taken to ensure the storage and later reuse of the data. This means that prior to the start of the
research project researchers must ascertain a) which data could be relevant and b) how these data could be stored. After a
proposal has been awarded funding, the researcher will draw up a detailed data management plan in which the researcher
explains how all relevant data will be made findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR). The data management
section( 2e) is not an assessment criterion for the research proposal. However for all the data management sections of
these proposals, you can make suggestions and give advice that could be helpful for the researcher in drawing up the data
management plan to be submitted after funding was awarded. See also www.nwo.nl/datamanagement

Question

Datamanagement: advice and/or suggestions

Comments
The data management approach appears appropriate.

Referee report of referee 2

Assessment of the quality of the researcher
Explanation

Criteria - the quality of the researcher: - in terms of profile fit in the target group; - in the top 10% of his/her international
peer group; - academic excellence as demonstrated by numerous publications of international standing and/or other
academic achievements; - inspiring enthusiasm for research and/or technology; - persuasiveness; - demonstrably capable of
successfully developing own new innovative line of research; - has both a national and international prominent position; -
demonstrable leadership and coaching skills. The Vici scheme aims at outstanding researchers only: the top 10% of his/her
international peer group.

Question a

a What is your opinion on the past performance of
the researcher (as demonstrated by publications
and other relevant scientific achievements)?

Comments
Dr. Bekkers has proven to be a leader in the field of philanthropic studies. His 2011 literature review on the matter is a
"go-to" in the literature and the networks he has established for the widespread study of this topic have been extremely
influential. His productivity is strong (CV lists ~50 peer reviewed papers, ~60 chapters, and 6 books), but not exceptional for
someone of his status/level/career stage. However, Dr. Bekker is well-informed, appears to have strong
leadership/mentoring skills, is very well connected with others who can assist with his vision, and an exceptional
enthusiasm for the topic and project.



Question b

b Does the applicant belong to the top 10% of
his/her international peer group (Please indicate
which Group/Research Group or Peer Group you
are referring to in this comparison.)? Which
scientific achievements or talents of the
applicant show that he/she belongs to this top?

Comments
I would say that Dr. Bekker is in the top 10% of researchers studying philanthropic science. Perhaps the strongest piece of
support for this claim is his exceptional network in ERNOP.

Question c

c To what extent is there sufficient evidence that
the applicant has the ability to lead and
supervise a research group and support staff and
to coach young researchers?

Comments
My read of this application indicates that Dr. Bekker has mentored (or is currently mentoring) 3 doctoral students and 3
post-docs. For his career stage, this seems a little low, especially since the current proposal suggests employing 1 post-doc
and 3 new phd students.
However, Dr. Bekker notes that he has mentored ~25 other researchers at various stages, so that may indicate a longer
history of supervision than I recognize.

Assessment of the quality, innovative character and academic impact of the proposed research
Explanation

Criteria - the quality, innovative character and academic impact of the proposed research - challenging content; - originality
of the research question; - innovative scientific elements; - aimed at building up a new line of research; - potential to make
important contributions to science; - effectiveness of proposed methodology; - international importance of the proposed
research area.

Question a

a Please comment on the relevance of the
problem and on the originality and challenging
content of the proposal.

Comments
The current proposal seeks to develop a large, international survey to probe several unanswered questions about the
frequency, nature, and motivation for philanthropy. The proposal has numerous strengths, including the use of consistent
methods/survey questions to allow comparison, large samples for robust estimates, as well as a mix of self-report and
behavioural measures. Moreover, the proposal seems to be poised to explore multi-level processes (at the national, meso,
and micro-level), as well as test several complementary and competing models.

To my knowledge, the scope and focus of this project is extremely novel. As the applicant notes, several existing and very
larges surveys do capture philanthropy around the globe using representative samples (e.g., the Gallup World Poll), but the
items probing philanthropy are shallow (e.g., did you donate to charity in the past month? yes or no). As such, a larger and
more thorough survey probing the nature, frequency, and motivation for formal giving is of value, especially if objective
behaviour and other level variables are captured as well.



Question b

b What are the innovative aspects of the
proposal? Will the research break new ground
by generating new concepts, a deeper
understanding, new methods, etc.?

Comments
I think this project has the potential to reveal new, multi-level understanding of the variables that shape human
philanthropy and generosity.

Question c

c What is your opinion on its potential to make a
major contribution to the advancement of
scholarship, science or technology (academic
impact)?

Comments
I think this work has the potential to make a large impact on our understanding of philanthropy.

Question d

d To what extent is the proposed method
effective? Please comment.

Comments
I appreciate the space limitations of the current proposal limit the applicant's ability to discuss ideas in great detail.
However, there were several questions I had about the proposed methods. For instance, the applicant mentions a clear
focus on the measurement and exploration of *formal philanthropy* and seeks to provide a thorough mapping of this
behaviour in a large swath of representative samples around the world. While I certainly admire and see value in this goal, I
wonder how limiting one's focus to formal philanthropy restricts the samples and likely findings. However, in many places
around the world, people may not have the opportunity to engage in formal philanthropy due to their location,
government, etc. (e.g., people living in rural areas around the world may not donate to organized charities because they
aren't asked, or lack a means of doing so). In fact, formal philanthropy may be an odd feature of WEIRD /developed
countries where infrastructure allows for more far-reaching assistance. As such, I wonder whether exploring formal
philanthropy in rural India, China, Korea, etc may pose large logistical and interpretation challenges? Will respondents
understand what is being asked? And how will respondents likely low participation rates be informative? I think Dr. Bekker
hints at this challenge by mentioning that some samples (e.g., Africa) are too costly or impractical at this stage.

I also wasn't certain whether the intention was to collect data from representative samples in each nation? That was
suggested early on but not reiterated later (page 14 or 18).

Also, I was confused about the eventual reach of the Global Giving survey. The applicant criticized previous surveys for their
limited scope and reliance on WEIRD samples, but page 18 of the application indicates that the Global Giving survey would
be conducted in 31 countries focusing primarily on the EU and other wealth nations. If so, I think the novelty and impact of
the project may be weaker than I anticipated.

At some points, the applicant mentions a greater interest in prosociality more broadly (e.g., blood donation or informal
assistance), which I think is of great value, especially if these concepts will be assessed similarly in multiple far-reaching
locations!

Assessment of the knowledge utilisation
Explanation

Criteria - knowledge utilisation (KU) Potential - contribution to society and/or other academic areas; - disciplines and
organisations that might benefit from the results. Implementation - action plan to allow the outcomes of the research
project to benefit the potential knowledge users; - if and how the potential knowledge users will be involved; - (concrete)
outcomes for society and/or other academic disciplines; - the period over which knowledge utilisation is expected to occur.



The selection committee assesses: - whether the applicant has given a realistic description of the potential for knowledge
utilisation - and to what extent the applicant has presented a concrete and convincing plan for the implementation of the
available potential. - If a researcher is of the opinion that the proposed research is not appropriate for KU then he/she
should explain why he/she thinks that KU is not applicable. The selection committee will assess the arguments given for this

Question a

a What is your opinion on the described potential
for knowledge utlisation ?

Comments
I agree with Dr. Bekkers that a deeper understanding of the various factors that shape human generosity (or formal
philanthropy, which is more limited, but still of value) would be great value to charities and governments around the globe. I
think the applicant's plans to share this information sounds wise and ambitious, which I appreciate!

Question b

b Please comment on the effectiveness and
feasibility of the proposed approach for realising
KU (implementation).

Comments
I think Dr. Bekkers connections in the philanthropy science network and more broadly make his KU plan very likely to see
realisation.

Question c

c Only answer this question in case the applicant
argued that KU is not to be expected given the
nature of the research proposal: Does the
applicant convincingly explain why KU is not
applicable for his/her research project (see also
the information under criterion 3 listed above)?

Comments
N/A

Final assessment

Question a

a How do you assess the entire application?
Please give your final scoring (A+/A/B/UF/U).

Comments referee 02, A High quality, significance and
recommendation for funding

Question b

b Could you please summarize (point by point) the
strengths and weaknesses of the grant
application focussing on the candidate, proposal
and knowledge utilisation? Strengths:
Weaknesses:

Comments



I listed several strengths and weaknesses above. One additional thought: The applicant indicates that the amassed data will
allow for exploration into several competing/complimentary theories. Perhaps due to the space restrictions, I wasn't clear
on how these data would adjudicate between the various explanations.

Datamanagement
Explanation

Responsible data management is part of good research. For the collection/generation of data and the analysis of this data,
timely measures need to be taken to ensure the storage and later reuse of the data. This means that prior to the start of the
research project researchers must ascertain a) which data could be relevant and b) how these data could be stored. After a
proposal has been awarded funding, the researcher will draw up a detailed data management plan in which the researcher
explains how all relevant data will be made findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR). The data management
section( 2e) is not an assessment criterion for the research proposal. However for all the data management sections of
these proposals, you can make suggestions and give advice that could be helpful for the researcher in drawing up the data
management plan to be submitted after funding was awarded. See also www.nwo.nl/datamanagement

Question

Datamanagement: advice and/or suggestions

Comments
I very much admire the applicant's commitment to open science and how these data will be shared with the larger
academic community. This reality makes the impact of the project much larger, as it allows others to learn and explore the
wealth of information collected.

Referee report of referee 3

Assessment of the quality of the researcher
Explanation

Criteria - the quality of the researcher: - in terms of profile fit in the target group; - in the top 10% of his/her international
peer group; - academic excellence as demonstrated by numerous publications of international standing and/or other
academic achievements; - inspiring enthusiasm for research and/or technology; - persuasiveness; - demonstrably capable of
successfully developing own new innovative line of research; - has both a national and international prominent position; -
demonstrable leadership and coaching skills. The Vici scheme aims at outstanding researchers only: the top 10% of his/her
international peer group.

Question a

a What is your opinion on the past performance of
the researcher (as demonstrated by publications
and other relevant scientific achievements)?

Comments
Dr. Bekkers's past performance is outstanding. His literature review of eight empirical mechanisms of philanthropy is cited
and used by everyone in the field of charitable giving studies, and his other publications are in highly respected, highly
ranked journals. He publishes in a breadth of journals, from political psychology to social psychology to sociology. His work is
widely cited. His track record of gaining funding is impressive for any researcher, and particularly impressive given the
difficulties of finding funding for charitable giving research.



Question b

b Does the applicant belong to the top 10% of
his/her international peer group (Please indicate
which Group/Research Group or Peer Group you
are referring to in this comparison.)? Which
scientific achievements or talents of the
applicant show that he/she belongs to this top?

Comments
Dr. Bekkers belongs to the top 10% - probably the top 1% - of the international peer group of scholars of nonprofits,
charitable giving and prosocial behavior. The scientific achievements that justify this ranking are his extensive and high
quality publications, the fact that his publications are widely cited, his ability to gain grant funding, and his extensive sharing
of data with other researchers.

Question c

c To what extent is there sufficient evidence that
the applicant has the ability to lead and
supervise a research group and support staff and
to coach young researchers?

Comments
Dr. Bekkers is currently supervising a research team and has supervised numerous PhD students, postdocs and other
researchers over the years. He has a proven track record of managing large grants.

Assessment of the quality, innovative character and academic impact of the proposed research
Explanation

Criteria - the quality, innovative character and academic impact of the proposed research - challenging content; - originality
of the research question; - innovative scientific elements; - aimed at building up a new line of research; - potential to make
important contributions to science; - effectiveness of proposed methodology; - international importance of the proposed
research area.

Question a

a Please comment on the relevance of the
problem and on the originality and challenging
content of the proposal.

Comments
Dr. Bekkers' proposal takes on a long-standing and important set of problems in our discipline: why do levels of charitable
giving vary so widely from country to country, and among individuals and groups within countries? This is an intellectually
relevant problem in that it deals with cross-national variation in social capital and community participation, issues of
concern to multiple disciplines, including sociology, psychology, political science and economics. It is a policy-relevant
problem because charitable giving makes possible many social goods through the operation of nonprofit organizations. The
proposal is original and challenging - details on what makes the proposal innovative are below.

Question b

b What are the innovative aspects of the
proposal? Will the research break new ground
by generating new concepts, a deeper
understanding, new methods, etc.?

Comments
There are many features that make the proposal innovative:
1) It derives theories about charitable giving from multiple social science disciplines.



2) It collects and combines data from many countries.
3) It measures influences on charitable giving behavior at three levels: national, group and individual.
4) It uses more than one method, relying mainly on survey data but building experiments into the survey methodology.
5) It collects and makes available data that will be widely available to other researchers.
6) It encourages cooperation among researchers from many different disciplines
Overall, the project tests existing theories but is innovative in that it combines many theories from many different
disciplines, and tests them using innovative and extensive methods.

Question c

c What is your opinion on its potential to make a
major contribution to the advancement of
scholarship, science or technology (academic
impact)?

Comments
Dr. Bekkers's research should make a major contribution to the advancement of scientific knowledge of charitable giving. It
brings together the main theories of variation in charitable giving from a number of academic disciplines and tests them in a
single multi-national dataset. It allows for tests of participation in other forms of prosocial behavior such as volunteering,
blood and organ donation, and person to person helping. The data he collects will be widely used by scholars in economics,
sociology, psychology, marketing, public administration and political science to solve the question of why people engage in
prosocial behavior and why participation in prosocial behavior varies among countries, institutions and individuals. The
question of why people engage in prosocial behavior is a vital one both scientifically and practically, and this project will
mark a major step towards answering that question.

Question d

d To what extent is the proposed method
effective? Please comment.

Comments
In this proposal, Dr. Bekkers uses the most up to date and effective methods in survey and experimental research on
charitable giving. Many of these methods were developed by Dr. Bekkers himself in his excellent Giving in the Netherlands
Panel Study. Others are adapted from new work by others. The most important aspect of the methods is the size of the data
set collected, its diversity and breadth in selection of countries, and the use of macro level (countries), meso (organizations)
and micro level (individuals) variables. The proposal anticipates many of the problems often encountered in philanthropy
research, such as cross-cultural differences in the definition and conceptualization of charitable giving, and solves them
using methods that Dr. Bekkers developed in his earlier survey projects.

Assessment of the knowledge utilisation
Explanation

Criteria - knowledge utilisation (KU) Potential - contribution to society and/or other academic areas; - disciplines and
organisations that might benefit from the results. Implementation - action plan to allow the outcomes of the research
project to benefit the potential knowledge users; - if and how the potential knowledge users will be involved; - (concrete)
outcomes for society and/or other academic disciplines; - the period over which knowledge utilisation is expected to occur.
The selection committee assesses: - whether the applicant has given a realistic description of the potential for knowledge
utilisation - and to what extent the applicant has presented a concrete and convincing plan for the implementation of the
available potential. - If a researcher is of the opinion that the proposed research is not appropriate for KU then he/she
should explain why he/she thinks that KU is not applicable. The selection committee will assess the arguments given for this

Question a

a What is your opinion on the described potential
for knowledge utlisation ?

Comments
Dr. Bekkers is correct in asserting that this research will help solve challenges in other academic disciplines. While his own
degree is in sociology, the questions asked and theories used to answer them draw from and are relevant to law, psychology,



economics, marketing, public administration and political science.

The knowledge generated by this project will be widely utilized by academics working outside of Dr. Bekkers' research team,
as he is making the data publicly available. The data set that he collects will be far the most extensive data set on charitable
giving in the world, and will also include data on volunteering, blood and organ donation, and informal person to person
helping, making it useful to answer questions about other forms of prosocial behavior than charitable giving.

Question b

b Please comment on the effectiveness and
feasibility of the proposed approach for realising
KU (implementation).

Comments
The project will effectively realise knowledge utilisation by making the data, methods and analyses openly available to other
researchers. The dataset will be the highest quality and most extensive data available on charitable giving, replicating and
extending the methods of the successful and highly used Philanthropy Panel Study (US) and Giving in the Netherlands Panel
Study, and extending them to many other countries. As philanthropy and prosocial behavior are major topics of interest in
every social science discipline, researchers will be eager to use these high quality cross-national data. In addition, Dr.
Bekkers has built into the project numerous mechanisms to ensure that other researchers take an interest in the data,
including competitive grant proposals, conferences, a website and the presence of an extensive international review board.

Question c

c Only answer this question in case the applicant
argued that KU is not to be expected given the
nature of the research proposal: Does the
applicant convincingly explain why KU is not
applicable for his/her research project (see also
the information under criterion 3 listed above)?

Comments
This question is not required.

Final assessment

Question a

a How do you assess the entire application?
Please give your final scoring (A+/A/B/UF/U).

Comments referee 01, A+ Highest quality, significance and
recommendation for funding

Question b

b Could you please summarize (point by point) the
strengths and weaknesses of the grant
application focussing on the candidate, proposal
and knowledge utilisation? Strengths:
Weaknesses:

Comments
Candidate: Dr. Bekkers is widely known and highly respected within the field of nonprofit and philanthropic studies. His prior
work is widely cited and published in top quality journals. I judge him to be in the top 1% of academics in our field. Dr.
Bekkers has long and wide experience managing large grants and
Proposal: The proposal is exceptional because it draws upon theories from multiple academic disciplines, uses the best



available knowledge on data collection to create a sound methodology for cross-cultural research, and will collect data in
multiple countries and at multiple levels of analysis.
Knowledge utilisation: The proposal will create a publicly available dataset useful to researchers in a number of social
science disciplines, and will answer a question of practical and social relevance and utility.
Weaknesses: None. If funded, this project would be a dream come true for hundreds of researchers of philanthropy and
prosocial behavior, answering some of the most important questions in the field and creating a publicly available dataset for
others to work on their own research agendas.

Datamanagement
Explanation

Responsible data management is part of good research. For the collection/generation of data and the analysis of this data,
timely measures need to be taken to ensure the storage and later reuse of the data. This means that prior to the start of the
research project researchers must ascertain a) which data could be relevant and b) how these data could be stored. After a
proposal has been awarded funding, the researcher will draw up a detailed data management plan in which the researcher
explains how all relevant data will be made findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR). The data management
section( 2e) is not an assessment criterion for the research proposal. However for all the data management sections of
these proposals, you can make suggestions and give advice that could be helpful for the researcher in drawing up the data
management plan to be submitted after funding was awarded. See also www.nwo.nl/datamanagement

Question

Datamanagement: advice and/or suggestions

Comments
Dr. Bekkers has extensive experience managing and making publicly available data from his Giving in the Netherlands
Philanthropy Study. His proposal for managing and making available the data from this project is sound and I have no
recommendations for data management outside of what he has already outlined.

Referee report of referee 4

Assessment of the quality of the researcher
Explanation

Criteria - the quality of the researcher: - in terms of profile fit in the target group; - in the top 10% of his/her international
peer group; - academic excellence as demonstrated by numerous publications of international standing and/or other
academic achievements; - inspiring enthusiasm for research and/or technology; - persuasiveness; - demonstrably capable of
successfully developing own new innovative line of research; - has both a national and international prominent position; -
demonstrable leadership and coaching skills. The Vici scheme aims at outstanding researchers only: the top 10% of his/her
international peer group.

Question a

a What is your opinion on the past performance of
the researcher (as demonstrated by publications
and other relevant scientific achievements)?

Comments
The applicant has an excellent track record of publications and academic achvievements. He has advanced the knowledgeon
philanthropic giving systemtically and has established with few colleagues this segment of research in Europe starting from a
wstrong base of such work on the Netherlands. In addition he has contributed methodologically to position this research on
Europe in a top tear compared international standards.
Pof. Bekkers has not only published widely and on both Dutch and international levels but has attracted very substantial
amounts of grant funding to his field of research which has given additional momentum to research on giving, volunteering,
the non-profit sector and social innovation.



Question b

b Does the applicant belong to the top 10% of
his/her international peer group (Please indicate
which Group/Research Group or Peer Group you
are referring to in this comparison.)? Which
scientific achievements or talents of the
applicant show that he/she belongs to this top?

Comments
The applicant certainly belongs to the top 10% of his international peer group of social scientist with an emphasis on
philanthropy, the non-profit sector and civil society, he scan even be counted among the handful of peer leaders who have
really advanced this field of research on a European level. In particular, he has been one of the leading colleagues
developing an increasingly robust corpus of quantitative data based on stringent theoretical thinking. He has substantially
contributed to bring this field of research to a comparative level with pioneering earlier work on the USA.
Therefore the top quality of his work is emphasized by his leadership on a European level, his rigour in methodology and his
achievements in developing a substantial body of data on the field.

Question c

c To what extent is there sufficient evidence that
the applicant has the ability to lead and
supervise a research group and support staff and
to coach young researchers?

Comments
The applicant has demonstrated this ability widely in his past research including European FP7 projects, Research
cooperation with Dutch and international teams in other projects, and activties such as co-founding the European Research
Network on Philanthropy (ERNOP) in which he has also taken a lead in developing substantial international cooperation
projects.
In addition the PhDs and Post-docs he supervised have themselves developed into esteemed and successful members of the
European research community whom the reviewer has had an opportunity to be in contact with directly.

Assessment of the quality, innovative character and academic impact of the proposed research
Explanation

Criteria - the quality, innovative character and academic impact of the proposed research - challenging content; - originality
of the research question; - innovative scientific elements; - aimed at building up a new line of research; - potential to make
important contributions to science; - effectiveness of proposed methodology; - international importance of the proposed
research area.

Question a

a Please comment on the relevance of the
problem and on the originality and challenging
content of the proposal.

Comments
In todays world private contributions and approaches towards social innovation and social problem-solving attract
increasing attention first of all of society and public policy in general and secondly (and still with limited interest) the
academic community in particular. In this context it is highly relevant to develop more profound knowledge on the
circumstances and determinants which influence the behaviour of private individuals to contribute their resources to such
activities. The current state of knowledge in these giving activties is still scattered and based on driven by very heterogenous
theroetical assumptions. In addition data it at all are typically available for single countries and largely lack a comparative
dimensions. As a consequence our comparative knowledge on levels of giving in different countries if fragmented and
incomplete and merits substantial efforts to be developed.
This body of research has additional relevance because it sheds light on the fources of solidarity, care and altruism. In
situations of alleged social disintegration a better understanding of influecing factors prompting or inhibiting these forces
gains even more relevance.



The particular promise which this strand of research holds lies in its immediate relevance for policy makers and leadership
of non-profit organizations alike who will be able to develop their resource strategies and their overall strategies based on
mnore stringent evidence. The applicant has strong potential to conteribute towards this due to his already existing
involvement in practitioner and policy networks.

Question b

b What are the innovative aspects of the
proposal? Will the research break new ground
by generating new concepts, a deeper
understanding, new methods, etc.?

Comments
This pioneer proposal (the first comparative global study on giving) adresses innovation of several different levels:
- Multinational: It breaks new ground in terms of internationally comparative knowledge in order to map and explain
country differences in giving.
- Multi-theoretical: It intends to integrate a currently heterogenous base of theories explaining giving bevahiour.
- Multi-method: It builds its approach both on the "mega-analysis" of existing data from previous surveys which the
applicants has already standardized to allow for secondary use and benefit and a new approach combining survey and
experimental research methods.
- Multi-regression modelling based on large set of 31 countries.

Question c

c What is your opinion on its potential to make a
major contribution to the advancement of
scholarship, science or technology (academic
impact)?

Comments
The project will make a very substantial contribution towards the advancement of interdisciplinary knowledge on giving in a
global perspective. At the same time it will contribute to the development of a much better theoretical understanding of the
reasons why people give or behave in a pro-social way. The project will also have a profound methodological effect by
developing a body of data open for further use (open source approach). The structure of the project will also hold good
promise for a flow of of top publications both by the project team members themselves but also by international colleagues
in the network who will be able to explore subquestions by utilizing the data provided by this project.

Question d

d To what extent is the proposed method
effective? Please comment.

Comments
The proposed method, in particular the combination of using existing data in a "mega-analysis" and producing new data in a
mixed method combination of survey and experiments promises to be very effective in several regards:
- It capitalizes to the best possible degree on the sctattered data already available.
- It nevertheless allows for a theroetically more ambitious testing of different hypotheses and theoretical assumptions (from
six theories).
- It makes the most efficient use of funds for research by re-using existing and producing new data instead of only producing
new data. As a cnsequence the method promises to yield the maximum of results that can be achieved with this amount of
grant funds.
- In addition the appraoch paves the way for future longitudinal continuation by developing the combined
survey/experiment method and adapting it to the use in different cultural, language and policy contexts (TRAPD
methodology).

Assessment of the knowledge utilisation
Explanation



Criteria - knowledge utilisation (KU) Potential - contribution to society and/or other academic areas; - disciplines and
organisations that might benefit from the results. Implementation - action plan to allow the outcomes of the research
project to benefit the potential knowledge users; - if and how the potential knowledge users will be involved; - (concrete)
outcomes for society and/or other academic disciplines; - the period over which knowledge utilisation is expected to occur.
The selection committee assesses: - whether the applicant has given a realistic description of the potential for knowledge
utilisation - and to what extent the applicant has presented a concrete and convincing plan for the implementation of the
available potential. - If a researcher is of the opinion that the proposed research is not appropriate for KU then he/she
should explain why he/she thinks that KU is not applicable. The selection committee will assess the arguments given for this

Question a

a What is your opinion on the described potential
for knowledge utlisation ?

Comments
As already indicated above the project has strong societal relevance for issues such as social cohesion, social innovation and
social problem-solving. It also has strong implications and will provide both theoretical contributions and usable data for
issues such as the role of intangibles in economics, such as health or happiness, the role of political interest in political
science governance, it will include soial capital and social solidarity iussues in sociology, and other relevant research
questions in psychology, law, marketing and communication sciences. In short, the potential for KU is very high and
manifold.
Since the project also promises to find future longitudinal continuation, the period for KU is likely to be quite substantial and
the open science approach of the applicant very appropriate.

Question b

b Please comment on the effectiveness and
feasibility of the proposed approach for realising
KU (implementation).

Comments
The provisions described are convincing both technically and in terms of connceting the work of the project to an
international network of research colleagues form the outset. This will ensure that KU will not only be a hypothetical option
but a realistic perspective. The method, data and publications will therefore effectively influence the research landscape for
a very long time.

Question c

c Only answer this question in case the applicant
argued that KU is not to be expected given the
nature of the research proposal: Does the
applicant convincingly explain why KU is not
applicable for his/her research project (see also
the information under criterion 3 listed above)?

Comments
The candidate argues that KU is feasible and intended. See above a) and b) for review.

Final assessment

Question a

a How do you assess the entire application?
Please give your final scoring (A+/A/B/UF/U).

Comments referee 01, A+ Highest quality, significance and
recommendation for funding



Question b

b Could you please summarize (point by point) the
strengths and weaknesses of the grant
application focussing on the candidate, proposal
and knowledge utilisation? Strengths:
Weaknesses:

Comments
Candidate
Strengths: Internationally renowned top level colleague and field leader with strong experience in quantitative work on
volunteering, giving, and the non-profit sector.
Weaknesses: Limited experience as a Ph.D. or Post-doc supervisor, but again high quality results of scholars he supervised.
Proposal:
Strengths: Pioneering project of multi-national, multi-theory and multi-methoid design with very strong potential for KU.
This project if conducted will be an international baseline or reference project for many years to come.
Weaknesses: The project requires a strong level of cooperation on the part of international colleagues which implies a
certain risk. However existing networks and trust relationships of the PI will most likely successfully mitigate this risk.
KU:
Strengths: As a reference project in methodology and data this project holds a very strong potential for KU both in
longitudinal and cross-sectional levels. The provisions to secure KU are appropriate.
Weaknesses:
Maintenance of the data repositories not fully under control of the PI/project, but the proposed choice of institutional open
source repositories will be the best possible mitigation of this risk.

Datamanagement
Explanation

Responsible data management is part of good research. For the collection/generation of data and the analysis of this data,
timely measures need to be taken to ensure the storage and later reuse of the data. This means that prior to the start of the
research project researchers must ascertain a) which data could be relevant and b) how these data could be stored. After a
proposal has been awarded funding, the researcher will draw up a detailed data management plan in which the researcher
explains how all relevant data will be made findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR). The data management
section( 2e) is not an assessment criterion for the research proposal. However for all the data management sections of
these proposals, you can make suggestions and give advice that could be helpful for the researcher in drawing up the data
management plan to be submitted after funding was awarded. See also www.nwo.nl/datamanagement

Question

Datamanagement: advice and/or suggestions

Comments
Given the multi-country sand multi-method approach of the project I suggest to consider/negotiate simultaneous data
storage with repositories in different countries at the same time. This might help to ascertain longest possible and most
widerspread KU.
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Assessment of the quality of the researcher
Explanation

Criteria - the quality of the researcher: - in terms of profile fit in the target group; - in the top 10% of his/her international
peer group; - academic excellence as demonstrated by numerous publications of international standing and/or other
academic achievements; - inspiring enthusiasm for research and/or technology; - persuasiveness; - demonstrably capable of
successfully developing own new innovative line of research; - has both a national and international prominent position; -
demonstrable leadership and coaching skills. The Vici scheme aims at outstanding researchers only: the top 10% of his/her
international peer group.



Question a

a What is your opinion on the past performance of
the researcher (as demonstrated by publications
and other relevant scientific achievements)?

Comments
Prof. Bekkers is in the top 1% of scholars in his field. He has an extraordinary array of publications and projects. His research
is always creative, insightful, thorough and well-argued. It always includes a strong theoretical model and comprehensive
literature review. He brings new insights to old research questions and creates new questions for the field. The fact that he
started a panel study of philanthropy in the Netherlands was a huge undertaking , yet he did that, so it does not surprise me
that he is "going global" in his research design.

I have not looked, but if somebody asked me who was the most highly cited scholar in philanthropy in the last decade, I
would guess Dr. Bekkers.

Question b

b Does the applicant belong to the top 10% of
his/her international peer group (Please indicate
which Group/Research Group or Peer Group you
are referring to in this comparison.)? Which
scientific achievements or talents of the
applicant show that he/she belongs to this top?

Comments
Dr. Bekkers is clearly within the top 10% of scholars studying philanthropy and nonprofits (NPOs or NGOs). In fact, I would
rank him in the top 1%. He has refereed papers in top journals on all aspects of giving, volunteering, government crowding
out (or in) of charitable giving, as well as the effects of faith on philanthropy. He has created original data, analyzed
secondary data and conducted experiments in key areas of philanthropy. His research is always well done and well regarded.
He is widely cited by English-speaking authors-despite the fact that a large share of his publications are in Dutch.

Question c

c To what extent is there sufficient evidence that
the applicant has the ability to lead and
supervise a research group and support staff and
to coach young researchers?

Comments
Dr. Bekkers has already supervised research groups, support staffs, and mentored/coached young researchers. I have tried
to coax him here more than once, but he is very committed to his work in the Netherlands. My observations based on his
interactions with our faculty, staff, students and his colleagues is that he would be a great mentor, coach, and leader.

Assessment of the quality, innovative character and academic impact of the proposed research
Explanation

Criteria - the quality, innovative character and academic impact of the proposed research - challenging content; - originality
of the research question; - innovative scientific elements; - aimed at building up a new line of research; - potential to make
important contributions to science; - effectiveness of proposed methodology; - international importance of the proposed
research area.

Question a

a Please comment on the relevance of the
problem and on the originality and challenging
content of the proposal.



Comments
The problem is quite relevant in helping policy makers, practitioners, and scholars understand the size and nature of
philanthropy around the world. Perhaps more importantly, by testing several competing and complimentary theories to
explain who gives (or not), to what types of charities (or not), the role of taxes (or not), and the role of government
spending (or not), this project will inform the both the scholarly fields and the practitioner/public policy fields of best
strategies to pursue to maximize the pro social behaviors in ways to increase total philanthropic giving and perhaps to do so
in a manner to maximize the impact of these gifts.

A challenge of this study of course is its broad vision to work across several countries and continents to gather parallel data
from each to address the same theoretical and empirical/practical concerns around philanthropy and public policy.

Question b

b What are the innovative aspects of the
proposal? Will the research break new ground
by generating new concepts, a deeper
understanding, new methods, etc.?

Comments
1. Maps the philanthropic landscape in 145 countries on every continent.
2. Uses meaningful sample sizes (n>1,000) in each country, which enhances the types of analyses and the accuracy of each
that can be conducted.
3. Tests multiple types of philanthropic behaviors both formal (giving money and volunteering to charities) and informally
(donating blood, helping friends, relatives, and others not via charities).
4. Test Macro variables, Meso variables, and Micro variables and their impact on household giving.
5. Tests competing theories of giving.
6. Tests the effects of government policies such as taxes, tax deductions, but also government spending.
7. Understand who gives, why and where?

Question c

c What is your opinion on its potential to make a
major contribution to the advancement of
scholarship, science or technology (academic
impact)?

Comments
The academic impact will be path breaking. Many of these issues in this project have been studied separately in one country
or another at a time. However, this is the first to study all of the key theories simultaneously and in so many countries. This
will provide much greater understanding about which variables affect philanthropy and precision around how large or small
the effects are for each variable, as well as how national and origanizational variables may provide contextual effects.

Question d

d To what extent is the proposed method
effective? Please comment.

Comments
I have used some of these same effects in studying philanthropy in the USA and found them to be highly effective.
Using an intentional theoretical set of nested models will enhance the value of the methods and outcomes.

Assessment of the knowledge utilisation
Explanation

Criteria - knowledge utilisation (KU) Potential - contribution to society and/or other academic areas; - disciplines and
organisations that might benefit from the results. Implementation - action plan to allow the outcomes of the research
project to benefit the potential knowledge users; - if and how the potential knowledge users will be involved; - (concrete)
outcomes for society and/or other academic disciplines; - the period over which knowledge utilisation is expected to occur.



The selection committee assesses: - whether the applicant has given a realistic description of the potential for knowledge
utilisation - and to what extent the applicant has presented a concrete and convincing plan for the implementation of the
available potential. - If a researcher is of the opinion that the proposed research is not appropriate for KU then he/she
should explain why he/she thinks that KU is not applicable. The selection committee will assess the arguments given for this

Question a

a What is your opinion on the described potential
for knowledge utlisation ?

Comments
The proposed research is both relevant and doable. If carried out as propose, it will utilizes the extent knowledge in the filed
but also the expertise from an active advisory board of scholars in this space from around the world.

Given the changing values around the world away from public funding and towards private philanthropic support the
scientific value of this research will only be eclipsed by its applied value.

Given its multi-disciplinary approach, this work would enhance the understanding of philanthropy overall and through the
lens of many specific disciplines ranging from sociology, Economics, political science, geography, public policy, etc.

Question b

b Please comment on the effectiveness and
feasibility of the proposed approach for realising
KU (implementation).

Comments
I think this is very achievable with adequate funding. I have no knowledge of the budget other than what is delineated (pp
29-30), but this would be a great return on these investments if made.

Question c

c Only answer this question in case the applicant
argued that KU is not to be expected given the
nature of the research proposal: Does the
applicant convincingly explain why KU is not
applicable for his/her research project (see also
the information under criterion 3 listed above)?

Comments
N/A

Final assessment

Question a

a How do you assess the entire application?
Please give your final scoring (A+/A/B/UF/U).

Comments referee 01, A+ Highest quality, significance and
recommendation for funding



Question b

b Could you please summarize (point by point) the
strengths and weaknesses of the grant
application focussing on the candidate, proposal
and knowledge utilisation? Strengths:
Weaknesses:

Comments
I think I have outlined these above, but I think the project does a great job of being under-girded by theory, built on a model
of testable hypotheses, and would have tremendous academic, practitioner, and public policy benefits.

I wish I had thought of it first!!!

Datamanagement
Explanation

Responsible data management is part of good research. For the collection/generation of data and the analysis of this data,
timely measures need to be taken to ensure the storage and later reuse of the data. This means that prior to the start of the
research project researchers must ascertain a) which data could be relevant and b) how these data could be stored. After a
proposal has been awarded funding, the researcher will draw up a detailed data management plan in which the researcher
explains how all relevant data will be made findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR). The data management
section( 2e) is not an assessment criterion for the research proposal. However for all the data management sections of
these proposals, you can make suggestions and give advice that could be helpful for the researcher in drawing up the data
management plan to be submitted after funding was awarded. See also www.nwo.nl/datamanagement

Question

Datamanagement: advice and/or suggestions

Comments
I admire and respect the commitment to making the data available and using an open science approach!!!

I am confident the team will ensure all appropriate privacy concerns are addressed, but just to acknowledge that these
become bigger issues when going global and when using an open science approach.

Overall
Overall rebuttal
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